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From Public Service to Service Industry:
The Impact of Socialisation and Work on the Motivation and Values of Lawyers
Andrew Boon
University of Westminster School of Law∗
‘All the offers are very tempting. But I could never be a star and I don’t want to be a flash in
the pan. In law I can have a career that lasts 40 or 50 years’.
(P.J., contestant in the ‘reality’ television series ‘Big Brother’ explaining his refusal of media
opportunities.1)

Introduction
The purpose of this article is to explore the perspective of newly qualified lawyers on
the process of professional socialisation and the way that their expectations,
motivations and values affect the ways they interpret their experience. In this article
‘expectation’ means recognition of a probability that something will happen, although
it conveys a sense of looking forward to realisation of that probability with hope or
pleasure. ‘Motivation’ is defined as the inducements, incentives or inspiration that
move a person to action, to which expectation is clearly linked. ‘Values’ are the
highest level of abstraction of personality organisation2 constituting enduring and
overriding notions about how the world ought to be and what is judged valuable or
important in life. All of these elements are potentially affected by professional
socialisation and, indeed, to affect them is presumably the purpose of a process of
cultural learning.3 Such a process may, however, have unintended as well as intended
consequences, particularly when the purpose of socialisation is relatively
unarticulated and its scope unclear. This is reflected in the fact that a strong theme of
the article is the phenomenon of disaffection with legal careers, in which expectation,
motivation and values may play a part.
While the data for this article is drawn from interviews with young practitioners in
England and Wales, a recent incident graphically illustrates the international
significance of its themes. In 2002, associate attorneys at the New York office of
Clifford Chance, one of the largest and richest law firms in the world, sent a
memorandum to partners attempting to ‘join the discussion on how to improve the
quality of life for associates at the firm’.4 They were prompted by a survey of
associates in leading firms by American Lawyer, which ranked Clifford Chance the
worst firm in the country for associate satisfaction. The memorandum complained
about a wide range of issues, including pressure to ‘pad bills’, poor communication,
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partner indifference and discouragement of pro bono work.5 The associate’s list of
grievances conveys a sense of betrayal of their motivation for entering the profession
and their values. Both, to some extent, are grounded in clear expectations of ethical
professionalism and legal work. Such examples raise concerns about the promise of
the professions’ to provide satisfying, lifelong careers and issues about the nature of
preparation for professional working life. In order to develop responses to these
concerns it is important to understand the nature and origins of disaffection.
Literature
Dissatisfaction with legal roles is a strong theme of American literature on the legal
profession. Simon begins his 2002 treatise on the theory of lawyers’ ethics with the
observation that ‘no social role encourages such ambitious moral aspirations as the
lawyer’s and no social role so consistently disappoints the aspirations it encourages’.6
Simon rejects the idea that contemporary evidence of disillusionment is a
phenomenon caused by trends towards bureaucracy and commercialism. Rather, he
blames conventional legal ethics and, specifically, the demands of role morality.7
Rhode also identifies an aspect of role, that ‘lawyers expect to make, and perceive that
they do not make, a contribution to social justice’, as the greatest source of
discontent.8 She, on the other hand, also implicates structural factors, such as
commercialisation and competition, leading to the decline of civility and collegiality,
longer hours and pressures on family life. 9 Kronman agrees that specialisation and
organisational change have exacerbated the decline of the personal dimension of
professionalism, but attributes the decline in professional satisfaction to the demise of
the lawyer/statesman ideal and the diminishing call for the broad advice that requires
practical wisdom, or reason.10
British studies of legal work have also focused on legal roles, both as they have been
traditionally constructed and how they may be changing. Twining, for example,
addressed the question, ‘what do lawyers do?’ employing the opposing models of
statesman policy-maker and mere technician.11 Sherr asked whether, in the light of
changes in legal practice, lawyers could sustain the popular media image of superhero
or whether they were in fact mere wage slaves.12 The use of similar bi-polar
representations of legal roles in other common law jurisdictions indicates similar
interest in, and concern about, the nature of professional work.13 Sugarman, however,
counsels against theories based on stereotypes,14 suggesting that longstanding and
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intimate links between legal professionalism and business make commercialism an
unlikely candidate for the contemporary ills of legal practice. This view is supported
by MacDonald’s empirical study of attrition among entrants in the early 1980s, in
which the politest of those departing the profession described their experience as ‘a
nasty shock’.15
Theoretical analyses of legal work have been informed by a number of recent studies
exploring the experience of young lawyers in the United Kingdom. In the mid-1990s
Moorhead and Boyle’s quantitative survey of one hundred and forty eight trainees and
recently qualified lawyers found a ‘considerable level of disquiet…’, which they
mainly attributed ‘to debt, job security and the quality of supervision and training’.16
The emergence of such pressures may well have presaged the emergence of the legal
culture that the Clifford Chance associates found so repugnant. A culture constituted
by work pressure, pressure to bill,17 fuelled by cynical commercialism and
organisational conformity, would operate as a threat to aspiring lawyers’ ethical
commitments.18 Other work, however, suggests that the increasingly heterogeneous
nature of entrants is an issue. Larger numbers of women, in particular, enter the
profession but many do not stay.19 Research for the Law Society by Siems20 and by
Duff and Webley,21 confirmed that women were significantly more likely than men to
have considered leaving the profession. Among the possible reasons according to
Siems is that they earn less, are more dissatisfied than men with partnership
opportunities and are more likely to resent long hours and lack of balance between
work and family or leisure time.
Sommerlad suggests that the decline in conveyancing income and increasing
commercialisation are factors affecting the job satisfaction of all solicitors, but
particularly legal aid practitioners and women.22 These groups endure reduced job
satisfaction because of a declining emphasis on client care and professional autonomy
dictated by the imposition of funding constraints and franchise auditing mechanisms.
They have also suffered a loss of professional esteem because of the ‘denigration and
distrust’ of public sector professionals, represented by such measures. The
replacement of the professional ethic of client service by ‘New Public Management’
of the sector and of professional organisation by capitalist relations within firms23 has,
history binding lawyers together as a community’ (D. Sugarman ‘Simple Images and Complex
Realities: English lawyers and Their Relationship to Business and Politics, 1750-1950’ (1993) 11 Law
and History Review 257 at 258).
15
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Journal of the Legal Profession 217 at 218
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Business Ethics’, 2004 Conference paper)
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profession?’ Lawyer 2B February 2003 7).
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Sommerlad argues, caused the subordination of women and others, like paralegals,24
without a grip on the levers of organisational power. Greater differentiation and
stratification, between and within firms, has increased the emphasis on commitment,
measured in hours worked, and characteristics such as the capacity to generate
business, in which areas women may suffer disadvantage.25
Another dimension of experience of the work environment are the values that entrants
bring to it. There are often differences in the level of generality at which legal values
are discussed, although the context is usually legal education. Kronman argues that
legal education be underpinned by the ultimate value of democratic individualism,26
Evans and Palermo’s study of Australian law students focuses on personal values such
as honesty, and moral values such as truth and justice,27 and Cownie emphasises
broader educational values, singling out the capacity for critical self-examination.28
Empirical studies on professional motivation and values are usually based on the
career intentions of law students, with orientation to a particular type of legal career
assumed to be a good indicator of ‘altruistic’ or ‘selfish’ motivation.29 These
concepts already have broad currency in legal ethical discourse, altruism readily
translating into the defining value of professionalism, public service30 or the
professional ideology of committed service to others31 and selfishness usually
appearing juxtaposed to it and linked with individualistic, business or entrepreneurial
orientations to role.
There is little evidence that the socialisation of lawyers has much impact on values.
Indeed, most of the research from the United States suggests that legal education has a
negative or neutral affect on students’ moral reasoning.32 It indicates a progressive
homogenisation of attitudes and values towards a conservative view of legal role,33
away from idealism towards instrumentalism34 and against legal aid, public service or
24
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government work.35 Caution should be exercised in transferring conclusions to
jurisdictions outside the United States, particularly since there are significant
contextual differences in legal education and training.36 Although there are numerous
studies of legal education and its interface with legal work in the United Kingdom,37
only Sherr and Webb’s work on Warwick University degree students38 touches on the
issue of motivation. Their findings were consistent with the studies carried out in the
United States, particularly that of Erlanger and Klegon, in finding the progressive
marginalisation of altruistic motivation towards the socially disadvantaged.39 This led
Sherr and Webb to speculate that legal education has a weak socialising affect, one
that subsides easily when pitted against the pull of the job market.
The Law Society cohort study (hereafter ‘the cohort study’), of which the work
reported here was the final piece of fieldwork, makes a strong contribution to the
literature on professional socialisation in the United Kingdom. The longitudinal
design followed a single cohort of students on its progress to qualification for, and
entry to, the legal profession, resulting in six surveys, each with a quantitative and
qualitative component. The cohort comprised undergraduate law students first
surveyed as second years in 1992 and non-law graduates undertaking a one-year
conversion course first surveyed in 1993, both groups selected from a range of
institutions. The cohort of students from which participants were drawn graduated in
1993 and was around 6,000 strong. The aspect of the reports that have received most
attention was the considerable disadvantage that some groups within the cohort
suffered in the labour market,40 although aspects of the surveys touched on motivation
issues. The cohort study revealed some ambivalence about the experience of higher
education and training, particularly for some of the sample. For example, the second
into support for zealous advocacy and pro bono representation (id.). Gender differences in relation to
these values are also, apparently, few in law schools (J. Taber, M.T.Grant, M.T. Huser, R.B. Norman,
J.R. Sutton, C.C. Wong, L.E. Parker and C. Picard ‘Gender, Legal Education, and the Legal Profession:
An Empirical Study of Stanford Law Students and Graduates’ (1988) 40 Stanford Law Review 1209)
35
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York, Routledge, 1992) or, if such interest is maintained during college years, it is not reflected by
employment decisions (Erlanger and Klegon op. cit. n.31) or legal education reinforces original
attitudes to careers (J.M. Hedegard ‘The Impact of legal Education: An In-Depth Examination of
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American Bar Foundation Research Journal 791at 805).
36
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report showed high levels of intention to practice but focused on accumulating
evidence of indirect discrimination in the award of training contracts.41 The fourth
survey suggested a significant pattern of discrimination in the City commercial and
large provincial firms, in favour of Oxbridge and CPE students and against ethnic
minorities and new university students.42
The theme of discrimination was reflected, although to a lesser extent, in the starting
salaries of the different groups within the cohort. Although such discrepancies reflect
the higher salaries paid in City and commercial firms generally, the fourth survey also
revealed that ten per cent of trainee solicitors and twenty eight per cent of pupil
barristers felt that they had been adversely discriminated against or harassed at
work.43 In the fifth study, a quarter of respondents were in their first post-qualification
job and dissatisfaction with different aspects of practice was becoming more
manifest.44 The sixth and final survey found half of those in private practice in City
or large provincial firms and high levels of career satisfaction despite a significant
earnings gap of between £20,000 in high street firms and £50,000 in City firms,
difficulty in moving between sectors and, for a minority, discrimination, bullying and
harassment. 45 The majority envisaged that they would remain in the profession, but
within the quarter of respondents uncertain about their futures, six per cent said that
they definitely would not be working as a solicitor or barrister in five years time.46
Methodology
The principal methodology of the Law Society cohort study was quantitative. In every
stage but the last, qualitative interviews focused on the issues considered in the
particular survey and extracts from them were used for illustrative purposes in the
survey reports. For the sixth and final survey it was decided that the qualitative work
should also be freestanding, constituting an open-ended enquiry into participants’
expectations of a legal career and their experience. Establishing the qualitative work
in this way had a number of advantages, including providing the possibility of a better
understanding of the context for the phenomena studied and diagnosing and
evaluating the factors underlying the quantitative responses. This offered the
possibility of exploring issues like how having relatives in professions increases the
chances of professional entry47 and more complex attitudinal questions, like the
ambiguity between high levels of general satisfaction and clear dissatisfaction with
aspects of the experience of qualifying.48
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Qualitative methods, by the inductive development of ‘grounded theory’,49 provide
opportunities to enhance study validity and contributes to reliability through
methodological triangulation.50 The reliability of qualitative work depends on process
rather than on generating statistically valid samples. Thus while the sample for this
work, fifteen, is modest compared with quantitative studies, it is not uncommon in
qualitative work, which proceeds from different premises.51 In qualitative research
design, salient issues are not predetermined by the researchers as survey questions,
but emerge from the process. An important illustration of the potential significance of
this is the fact that the cohort study attached great importance to the issue of debt,
which was not mentioned by any interviewee in the qualitative sample. This capacity
of qualitative work to raise questions about quantitative studies, or to place them in a
different perspective, is important. It responds to Sarat and Silbey’s argument that
socio-legal studies should strive to ‘keep multiplicity alive’ by examining rival
hypotheses and multiple narratives rather than merely ‘testing and rejecting’.52
Another strength of the qualitative work for the sixth survey was the vantage point of
the sample as qualified lawyers. One of the weaknesses of the empirical work on the
motivations of law students, noted by Erlanger and Klegon, is that they do not usually
follow law students into their employment as lawyers.
Data for this article is taken from interviews with fifteen recently qualified solicitors
in private practice. They had all participated in the quantitative phase of the sixth
survey for the cohort study.53 In-depth interviews, lasting at least an hour,54 were
conducted towards the end of 1999 and in early 2000, when most participants had
been qualified for at least two years.55 They represented the profile of solicitors in
England and Wales in terms of type of firm, gender and geographical location. The
selection of participants was random, within broad categories, rather than purposive.
These are, therefore, ‘ordinary’ entrants to the solicitors’ branch of the profession
talking about their experience of professional socialisation, rather than people
identified because they had experienced particular problems. Approximately half were
women and two, Chris and Nadil, were from ethnic minorities. Both of these groups
suffered some of the affects described in the literature, including possible
discrimination. The treatment received by the group, however, seems to be fairly
49
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consistent and racial or gender discrimination is not the only explanation of bad
treatment. Firms were classified as City firms, large provincial, niche specialist or
`other’ firms.56 From Table 1 it will be seen that the participant profile roughly
reflects the fact that, of solicitors entering private practice, half are female and half
belong to commercial firms, predominately in London.57 It was not possible to tell
from the data held which universities the sample had attended or what their routes to
qualification had been. These details were discovered in interview and are included in
Table 1.
Table 1: Participant details
NAME

Sex

Age

Ethnic
Origin

Qualifications

Type of Firm

1st
degree
Amy

F

20+

Bridget

F

40+

Chris

M

20+

Derek

M

20+

Eddy

M

30+

Florence

F

20+

George

M

20+

Harriet

F

20+

Isobel

F

20+

Jenny

F

20+

Keith

M

30+

Larry

M

30+

Mary

F

20+

Nadil

M

20+

Ophelia

F

20+

56

White
British
White
British

CPE

Campus

Legal Aid/
Crime
High Street/
Commercial

LL.B

mod.

British
Asian
White
British
White
British
White
British
White
British
White
European
White
British
White
British
White
British
White
European
White
British
British
Asian
White
British

CPE

Redbrick

LL.B

Redbrick

CPE

CAT

LL.B

Redbrick

LL.B

Campus

High Street/
Commercial
Institutional
Litigation
Commercial

Trip.

Oxb.

Commercial

BA Law
& CPE
CPE

mod.

Commercial

Redbrick

Commercial

CPE

Redbrick

Commercial

CPE

Plate glass

Commercial

CPE

Oxb.

Commercial

LL.B

Redbrick

CPE

Redbrick

Commercial/
Provincial
Commercial/
Provincial

High Street/
General
High Street

Size of firm
(UK)
P=partner
A=
Associate
8P
24A
20P
30A
3P
2P
2A
18P
6A
Unlisted
17P
25A
70+P
150+A
16P
17A
65P
90A
100+P
200+A
100+P
500+A
100P
300+A
26P
27A
35P
80A

Location

London
Northern
Home
Counties
Midlands
London
Eastern
England
Midlands
London
London
London
London
London
London
London
Midlands
North

Self-classification allowed some inconsistencies. For example, although the first six participants in
Table 1 identified themselves as belonging to High Street firms, Chris’ firm is small and based on good
quality criminal work while Bridget’s firm is the largest in a main county town and has a considerable
amount of commercial work. Among those employed in commercial firms, Larry works for one of the
biggest and wealthiest while Isobel works for a firm that is considerably smaller. Nadil and Ophelia
work for commercial firms in major cities in the North and Midlands.
57
Unfortunately, it was not possible to select for ethnicity from the information available at that time.

Fortuitously, given the selection method, participants attended a range of universities,
categorised in Table 1according to the era of their designation.58 They also possessed
a range of qualifications with just more than half having passed a conversion course
for non-law graduates, often now called a graduate diploma but here referred to as a
Common Professional Examination (‘CPE’).59 The bare minority had studied law at
undergraduate level and only a third had studied law as a full first degree. The sample
reflects the findings of the quantitative data, suggesting that commercial firms in
particular recruit CPE graduates with a first degree from ‘old’ universities,
particularly Oxbridge. The interviews conducted were not explicitly organised in
order to gather data on motivation and values. Only the initial question, about the
match between expectations on embarking on legal study and the reality of
participants’ experience, was planned. In most interviews participants spontaneously
developed a chronological narrative. Narrative carries a risk of exacerbating the
distortion affects that are a recognised feature of self-reporting,60 but it has some
advantages as research data.
Narrative, like qualitative data in general,61 has the principal advantage that it does
not reflect the kind of a priori assumptions that are inevitable in research
questionnaire design. Participants in qualitative research can explain why things
happened, and their consequences, and the weight they attach to their experiences.
Mature recollection has perspective, allowing actors to understand, contextualise and
evaluate, thereby offering a glimpse of ‘the ethical value we place on our own desires
and our relations with others’.62 The fact that personal perspectives are likely to have
been mediated by experience might also suggest something about the experience. This
was recognised by Schleef63 and by Sarat and Felstiner64 in qualitative studies of
socio-legal phenomena. Both studies used C. Wright Mills’ observation that
individuals impute motives in an effort to negotiate the construction of ideology,65
which is then used to legitimate a particular interpretation of actions. Construing
participant’s ‘vocabularies of motive’ in this way inevitably involves some
conjecture. Attention to the motivations and values revealed in vocabularies of motive
may reveal imprints of professional, educational or other ideologies. Sennett’s study
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of work in the US is an excellent example of the use of narrative accounts of
individual work histories to develop grounded theory of motivation and values.66
The education and training of lawyers has four stages: the initial, vocational and
training stages and the post-qualification compulsory continuing professional
development (CPD) phase. All of these may be relevant to motivation and values.
This article, however, deals with pre-entry to the initial stage, where expectations of
what a legal career might offer often determine choice of legal study. The education
stage combines the initial and vocational courses, the theoretical and academic
followed by the practical and applied. The third and final stage is entry into legal
practice, a process that, for solicitors, begins with a two-year training contract with a
firm in which the trainee may or may not stay. The CPD phase is not considered here.
Stage 1: Background and choice of law
The first report of the Law Society’s cohort study found that more than fifty per cent
of home law students had, at age 16, seriously considered a career as a solicitor and
thirty three per cent as a barrister.67 At the time of survey the percentage thinking
seriously about being a solicitor had jumped to seventy five per cent of home
undergraduates, while those considering the Bar had fallen to fourteen per cent.68 The
cohort study also suggested that middle class background and having parents with
university education were significant variables in predicting choice of law degree.
Students with relatives in the legal profession and from independent schools are overrepresented on law degrees, and more so on the CPE.69 The significance of the fact
that law students are motivated by family and employment reasons is also suggested
by Steven’s study in the U.S., which found that both correlated weakly with positive
motivations towards public service.70
Of the English studies dealing with motivation, the respondents in MacDonald’s
survey, the first study chronologically, placed the satisfaction of helping people with
their problems behind security of income and prospects in their list of motivations.71
The survey of Warwick students conducted by Sherr and Webb found that their
motivations were, in descending order, interest in subject matter, desire for
intellectual stimulation, desire for professional training, desire to practise law,
prospects of above average income, enjoyment of debating and arguing, desire for
independence, expectation of a stable, secure future and the prestige of the
profession.72Asked to rank the possible objectives of a law degree, students in the
cohort study prioritised individualistic and vocational aspirations, developing
intellectual skills and preparation for legal practice. These practical and selfish
aspirations came far above altruistic aspirations such as encouraging responsibility for
law reform, preparation as a future policy maker or developing an understanding of
the social context of law.73
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The qualitative investigation for the sixth survey did not contradict the lack of an
explicit altruistic motivation among the sample. In fact, a law degree was usually an
ambiguous choice and the decision to study a CPE, while more purposive, was
usually explicitly linked to employment concerns. There are often complex
interactions of motivating factors in the decision to study for a degree, with family
wishes and traditions having a strong underlying, and sometimes residual, impact.
Family influence appears to interact with other factors and predispositions in the
orientation towards law. George, for example, had an uncle and a number of family
friends who are in the legal profession, and was pushed towards the professions by
school and parents, but he chose law as his profession. Nadil has family members who
were accountants yet also chose law above other options. Derek’s father had regretted
not being a professional qualification and strongly advised his sons not to make the
same mistake. Harriet chose Law as part of her Cambridge Arts degree because her
parents advised her to study a subject `which would result in being able to earn a
living afterwards.’
A second group took positive steps towards legal studies as a result of their own
experience of exposure to lawyers or law. Florence and Nadil chose a law degree
largely as a result of witnessing legal practice first hand, Florence as a legal secretary
and Nadil on a Btec work placement. Florence wanted `… to be a solicitor ‘cause
when I was a secretary I was doing the job of a solicitor, you know, like a paralegal,
but he was getting all the credit’. Nadil shadowed a high street practitioner doing
civil and criminal litigation, observing that `being on his feet and being vocal, that’s
the type of thing I wanted to do. I couldn’t do that in Accountancy’. Bridget’s route as
a mature student was through an access course containing Psychology, Law,
Literature and History, but she had an intrinsic interest in Law, which she attributed to
her husband, a police officer, who was unable to satisfy her curiosity about how or
why cases turned out as they did. Isobel, could also be included in this group,
because she studied some legal subjects as part of an Art and Communications degree,
found she had aptitude for law and chose to study as much law as possible on her
degree. She then picked up the subjects she missed through a CPE.
A third group, half the sample, completed the whole initial stage by studying a CPE.
None had chosen their first degree with the intention of switching to Law later and
most had begun other careers before deciding to work for a CPE. Chris, having
studied Politics, took a CPE in order to extend his time at his university, chosen for its
reputation for a wild social life. For many, parental influence was again, a factor,
although most were more directly affected by employment considerations. Amy
studied politics for interest and `to pass the time’, but realised that many of her
recently graduated friends were having difficulty finding a job:
`… luckily enough, I knew two people, one a solicitor who does a lot of high-profile
miscarriage cases, and someone who did documentaries… but the reason why I opted for law
in the end, funnily enough, was, I think, because I just thought that it was too competitive
getting into the media. It was no more honourable kind of motivation, I thought, “God, that
looks a bit too difficult.”

Of those switching to a CPE having started other jobs, Ophelia and Jenny found it
difficult to get remunerative work with a foreign language degree. Keith’s degree was
in Economics and Maths and, following this, one of a variety of jobs had included
‘clerking’ for radical local solicitors’ firms. Looking for a stable career, he thought
that law is ‘quite a good, sound basis, for lots of careers or jobs…’. Eddy joined one

of the big five accountancy firms in London as a tax consultant following a first
degree and Masters in Economics but was concerned that, with no real knowledge of
accountancy, he would always feel marginal within the firm. Larry, ten years into a
teaching career, realised he was never going to be ‘one of those teachers who
everyone has in their mind when you ask them about their schooldays’ and decided to
follow his parents’ advice, and the example of his friends, and find a career with
higher status. CPE students usually expressed strong employment related reasons for
legal study and a preference for commercial firms rather than high street firms.
Commercial firms, desiring to increase the pool of students with first degrees from
elite universities, also manifest a preference for them.74 The preferences of both firms
and students are reversed in the case of law graduates.75
There is little expression of motivation to offer public service, or helping people, in
the explanations of any of the participants of why they chose law. This may be
because, at the time of choosing, most participants were in almost complete ignorance
of legal careers. Isobel did not know what a solicitor was and Jenny admitted that,
when she embarked on a CPE, she ‘just had no idea whatsoever what Law was.’
Harriet said:
‘I didn’t know what articles were… I’m amazed, you know, that I just didn’t know. I was
really dim. And I wasn’t that interested. I didn’t really particularly want to find out. I just
thought, well I’ll do it and I’ll see…’

Larry admitted that all he knew about law was based on a television series, `Rumpole
of the Bailey’, a passably accurate dramatisation of a ‘hack’ criminal barrister’s life in
the 1960s. The absence of public service rhetoric may be because it is considered
passé or to be implicit in the type of work that some of these solicitors now do.
Alternatively, it may be because these participants did not, and do not now, perceive
public service to be a relevant aspiration.

Stage 2: Legal education
The impact of legal education on students is contested. Using Kohlberg’s theory of
moral development,76 Willging and Dunn postulate that moral reasoning is universally
progressive and that education is the key to achieving high levels.77 While some
curricula, Philosophy for example, can affect levels attained, legal education has no
discernible independent positive impact, and may have a negative impact, on moral
development. The studies suggest that legal education inculcates distinctive, common
personality characteristics among law students,78 making it the most invasive and
psychologically distressing graduate study.79 Sherr and Webb speculated that legal
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subjects studied affect career ambitions, but had a neutral, short term or negative
impact on the public service orientation of law students.80 Their study found that
Warwick students came with conservative attitudes to the functions of law and
lawyers and maintained these attitudes through to graduation. They concluded that a
consistent undergraduate preference for welfare subjects is short-term and does not
affect orientation to legal practice. Interest in public service, and private client work,
was subordinated to intellectual, financial and status motivations.81 The cohort study
found that, if they entered the legal profession, the most popular areas for intending
practitioners among home law undergraduates were Personal Injury, Commercial
Law, Family and Childcare, Criminal Law, European Community Law, Employment
and Human Rights.82 There were dramatic differences between men and women, with
men expressing more interest in commercial law and women in family.
The qualitative data confirms the initial impact of private and welfare law subjects on
students and also illustrates how this interest can affect career choices. Amy, Bridget,
Chris and Nadil were originally interested in Criminal Law but only Amy and Chris
had carried this through into employment. Chris said Criminal Law `…was probably
the one subject that I enjoyed, probably as much as doing the politics section of my
degree’ and did not consider working in large firms ‘because they didn’t do any
criminal work… I didn’t waste my time applying to Linklaters!’ Amy was also most
interested in Criminal Law as an academic subject but had changed her mind about
criminal practice several times before settling into a mainly high street firm
specialising in criminal work.
Since graduating, Bridget and Florence had changed direction, although
circumstances dictated that Bridget switched from Criminal Law to Family Law and
Florence from Family to Personal Injury. Bridget ‘… stayed in one department longer
than we had all planned, which meant that I ran out of trainee time before I got to
crime’. Florence says:
‘… I thought I wanted to do family, but typing it is different from being a solicitor. I wasn’t
the right sort to do family work at all… very the same, no real conclusion, people just
fighting over children, fighting over money, and they don’t really need solicitors there to do
it… you’re doing the same thing for years and years and years and not really making a
difference, I don’t think. And your clients don’t really thank you.’

On the surface of these accounts the neutral influence on aspirations and values
attributed to legal education appears to be justified. Indeed, recollections of legal
education were very much a footnote in most of these narratives with practice, finance
and security appearing as more important considerations. Harriet chose to be a
solicitor rather than a barrister because she did not want to take the risk of not
succeeding. Keith joined a commercial firm because of his poor financial
circumstances when qualifying and because a commercial firm offered to pay for the
Legal Practice Course. However, while in the short term financial and security issues
dominate, it appears that the presence of subjects like Criminal Law in the
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compulsory curriculum do leave an impression on students’ understanding and
expectations of their future roles as lawyers.
Despite the apparent irrelevance of subjects to career aspirations, most of sample
define their choices by reference to subjects the practice of which offer a public
service dimension. Therefore, those lawyers who had chosen more commercial
directions juxtaposed their actual choices with a justification of rejecting Criminal or
Family Law. Ophelia, for example, explained that she found crime quite interesting as
a subject but ‘knew I didn’t want to do it in practice… I just didn’t fancy the sort of
playing with people’s lives, really.’ Harriet found studying criminal law ‘difficult …
and also not that interesting… you expect crime to be the really glamorous and
exciting subject, but… I didn’t have any great idealistic bent, you know, to, to go and
do that sort of work.’ George, ‘having tried’ Family Law with his training firm,
realised that it did not interest him ‘… I just prefer dealing with contractual law,
commercial contractual law, it’s just much more interesting.’ As one of the few who
had a choice between commercial and high street practice Keith expressed his
ambivalence through choice of subject. Despite the fact a commercial firm was
paying for his vocational education, he chose to study employment and environmental
law as options on his Legal Practice Course. He now describes this decision as a ‘my
sop to myself… It was probably pathetic really’.
A possible explanation of the impression left by the private law subjects is that they
further embed media representations of lawyers. The dimensions of this could be that
subjects concerned with human welfare and protection promote the notion of public
service. This may then leave a residue, nostalgia for lost aspirations, reflected, for
example, in Derek’s reflections on University life:
‘… about my second year at university I thought about getting involved in an area of the law
where there was sort of, you know, I don’t what the best way to describe it, but where I’d be
putting back something into society. Sounds a bit idealistic. You know, sort of, working on
sort of childcare cases, matrimonial, you know, housing, legal aid, you know, all manner of
things which help, which were, would be in the interests of helping people less fortunate than
myself… I ended up doing property law, which was possibly the last thing I ever expected to
be doing, back at that stage.’

While the original aspirations of the sample are seldom explicitly altruistic, the
subjects that they are mention are often concerned with public service, broadly
construed as helping people, either directly through Family, Employment of Criminal
Law, or indirectly, through Environmental Law. It may be that they hope to work with
interesting or relevant areas of law. It might also be that they desire something that is
intrinsic to some of these areas, like close contact with clients in need and the
performance of a necessary public service. This may affect how ‘law jobs’ are
perceived and perceptions and expectations of legal practice.

Stage 3: Legal Practice
Training
One of the developments eluding law students with knowledge of legal practice
derived from the media, is the wide divergence in types of firm. The large commercial
firms, with a thousand employees and turnovers of millions, are so different in nature
from typical high street firms, many of which are small and struggling to survive, that

they are barely recognisable as part of the same profession.83 The fourth survey in the
cohort study showed that the majority of aspiring trainees had little choice in where
they entered a training contract. Despite this, three quarters were satisfied with their
areas of work experience and only fourteen per cent were unhappy with the type of
firm they were in. Those in City firms tended to be unhappy about the extent to which
they chose the kind of work they did, and inadequate exposure to clients, and those in
high street firms felt that they received inadequate supervision.84 Moorhead and Boyle
found a significant correlation between firm size and satisfaction, with those in very
large, large and sole practitioner firms most likely to feel that their training was a
strong basis for practice.85
Careers at either end of the spectrum of firm size are hugely different, in terms of
work, income and expectations. Harriet, however, only realised this at a traineeship
interview for an elite commercial firm:
`I went to an interview at [Z & Co.] which was horrific, I couldn’t believe it… it was just this
enormous place… they showed me the swimming pool and said, you know, “There’s a
swimming pool, there’s a gym, there’s a canteen, they do breakfast, and you can sleep here as
well,” and I thought, “Oh my God! Why?” And it started to dawn on me what the
commercial world was about, the fact that you worked really hard…’

Bridget thought that the high street firm where she trained:
`… liked people who were interested in the legal aid-type, people-type stuff, ‘cause that’s
what they do best. So it would be no good arriving in your smart pin-striped suit to set the
world on fire because both sides would be disappointed…’.

Bridget, and some other participants, made a positive decision not to join large
commercial firms. Eddy, had rejected such firms on the basis of his experience in a
City accountancy firm and Derek, who had a summer placement, thought that the
`boredom of the work that they do… and the incredibly long working hours... would
drive me mad’. Isobel said ‘… it just didn’t really appeal to me to work in the City.
I’m not really money motivated…’.
Elite commercial firms usually choose trainees for the institutions they have attended
and the class of degree achieved.86 As Oxbridge undergraduates Harriet and Mary
were supplied with a list of commercial firms offering vacation placements but, as she
had not started her CPE Mary observed, `… you didn’t actually do much work,
particularly as a history undergraduate you couldn’t do anything anyway… they just
want to know what sort of person you are and whether they’re happy to have you
sitting in their room for six months.’ Existing contacts can also be important. Larry
knew someone in a leading commercial firm and was offered a placement and then
articles. He says that the firm gambled on recruits from a wide range of backgrounds,
whereas, ‘… other firms, and you can see it, Oxford, Cambridge, law, law, law’.
Because they do not fit the profile, or lacked contacts, many have no chance of a
training contract with leading commercial firms. Additional disadvantages, including
lower second class degrees, mean a reduced chance of obtaining a training contract at
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all. Nadil, made between 400 and 500 hundred applications, eventually moving
hundreds of miles to endure a lonely and difficult two years. Eddy had almost given
up hope when he found a traineeship through ‘someone my dad used to play tennis
with’.
Trainees’ experience of training tend to be different depending on the type of firm
they went to. The view that large firms recruit trainees with a view to their long-term
development in the interests of the firm, whereas small firms have short-term goals
and use trainees for routine tasks like photocopying87 was not borne out in this
research. Nadil’s regional high street firm required him to meet clients from the first
day across a wide range of topics; `… crime, civil, the whole range of it, wills, you
name it…’. This was not unusual in small firms and was not always a positive
experience. Amy worried because ‘[clients] sit down in front of you, and they’re
expecting quality legal advice and you don’t know what you’re talking about…’.
Florence, having worked as a para-legal secretary, was not shocked by the lack of
training supervision, but recalls with bemusement the lack of supervisory skills of one
supervisor. Having asked a partner from another branch how to assess the value of a
medical report she was told, “Well, you just read it, you know.”
Some of the trainees in local firms had particularly bad experiences. Florence’s
training firm could not get a legal aid franchise and was failing financially. ‘…The
accountant was coming to me going, “Look, we’ve got these PI files, just try and
settle them…’. Nadil was sent on hearings without being prepared properly. Derek,
having found a prosperous firm in a county town was surprised that he was:
‘… sort of bullied and kicked around from day one, treated like dirt and spoken to very
rudely…everything I was doing or attempting to do was just being torn apart, even down to
two-line letters… I then went on to work for a sole practitioner who was just dreadful... he
was a contact, someone that I knew… it was very much a case of jumping from the frying pan
into the fire… “here’s your desk, here’s a million and one files, now get on with it,” kind of
thing… [after five months with him] I was just tearing my hair out and not getting any
guidance… I just don’t think I had the nervous constitution to withstand the full time with
him…’.

Others felt they made good progress by being stretched. Eddy and Bridget had
positive experiences of training in established ‘family firms’, where, although the
work was sometimes pressured, training was taken seriously. Specialising in Criminal
Law and lightly supervised, Chris attributes his swift progress to being allowed to run
his own cases. Those training in large commercial firms had markedly different
experiences. Larry perceived that the firms’ clients were too important to be handled
by trainees, so there was more emphasis on training courses, accompanied by lavish
catering. During his seat in the property department, Larry found he spent most of his
time photocopying `… what I don’t know about photocopying is not worth printing.
I’m the world’s expert photocopier. I reduce, colour, expand, collate, I can do
everything…’.
The sixth survey in the cohort study showed that the majority of trainees, seventy four
per cent of those who wished to do so, stayed with the training firm on qualification
and all but two per cent of the remainder found employment elsewhere. Moorhead
and Boyle found that twenty per cent of their respondents wanted to change firm on
qualification, and that a further thirty two per cent were neutral about moving.
Because of their experiences in training, those in this study often wanted to make
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significant changes when they qualified. Many in the smaller firms, like Eddy,
Florence and Nadil, had the opportunity of remaining with their training firm but
chose not to. Bridget feared she would always be seen as a trainee and joined a larger
local firm because it was well organised, with a solid foundation of commercial work,
but allowed her to specialise in Family Law. The cohort study also found that
movement between sectors and types of firm was rare, presumably because training
has a powerful influence on subsequent career. Only Florence and George made a
significant change in type of firm. Florence moved to a work for a firm with corporate
clientele, switching from a high street firm doing plaintiff work to defendants’
personal injury work. George pursued a career in a City commercial firm, despite
having trained in a high street firm, by gaining a year’s post-qualification experience
with a provincial commercial firm in the Midlands before returning to London as an
assistant solicitor in a commercial firm.

Post qualification
Different reasons have been identified for dissatisfaction with work as a solicitor. The
profession is increasingly associated with a long hours culture, particularly in large
firms. Just over a quarter in high street firms, forty per cent in large provincial and
fifty six per cent in City firms worked over 50 hours a week.88 On the other hand,
those in small firms were most likely to want to move and potential movers were
generally negative about their quality of life, training experience and job security.89
As against these very practical reasons for dissatisfaction there are less obvious
potential causes. Sommerlad suggests that the cost pressures of legal aid franchising
squeezes the service element out of client care and that practitioners are reacting
negatively to being ‘agents of the state… rationing justice’.90 The satisfaction of
different groups and individuals are, however, likely to be affected by different
factors. The empirical research on women solicitors suggests that greater equality of
entry to the profession has not been matched by progress within the profession.
Sommerlad suggests that this is because roles within firms are ‘gendered’, so that, for
example, belief that women lack the necessary aggression for corporate work affects
their prospects.91 These causes can coalesce. Women who wish to return to work
following a maternity break may encounter doubts on several scores. They are not of
interest to commercial firms because of doubt about their ability to put in the hours.
They may only of interest to high street firms if their cultural capital is useful in
practice development, for example, if their ability to recruit clients is enhanced by
their parental status.92
The quantitative data also points to the significance of disappointed expectations and
frustrated motivation and values as being significant factors in disaffection. Over forty
two per cent of women leaving the profession indicated disappointed expectations
regarding the value of the work to the community as one of the most important
reasons.93 This may also contribute to lack of enjoyment of the job, which is given as
the third most important reason for leaving, after maternity leave and looking after
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children.94 This is interesting, particularly given that this does not figure in the early
indications of motivation for choosing a legal career. The most important factors in
choosing a job for students in the cohort study were intrinsic interest, suiting talents,
independence and flexibility, promotion prospects, the kind of people they hoped to
work with, long-term salary and early responsibility.95 There were important
differences between men and women in those factors that were important in career
choice. The kind of people and possibility of career breaks were more important to
women. The value of the work to the community came well down the list of factors
for both groups, but was more important to women than to men.96
Most participants in this qualitative study felt that, once qualified, their circumstances
improved dramatically. Many participants mentioned the value of interesting work,
echoing the finding of many studies that subject interest attracts people to law, but a
number of the sample complain that legal work is not satisfying. The most positive
are Bridget, Florence and Eddy who specialise, in Family Law, Personal Injury and
Employment respectively, in well-established, solid, local firms. Bridget explains her
positive orientation to work by suggesting that, as a late entrant to university, she was
not interested in ‘a career path and fighting my way up the greasy pole… I wanted to
do the work of a solicitor. I didn’t want to be a manager, I didn’t want to be setting
up my own firm, I didn’t want to be a businessperson. I wanted to do the work…’.
Florence says ‘… I always want to do more work, better work, more interesting work
and gain in expertise, develop… And I’d always want to be interested in what I’m
doing. But other than that I can’t say that I’ve got any specific goals, you know.’
Eddy developed a passion for employment after taking a postgraduate course,
explaining:
`… it’s an academic subject... It’s technical, it’s constantly changing; you’ve got to keep up
to date. It is litigation but it’s soft litigation in that you don’t have hard rules of procedure.
It’s all done by letter really. So, really, you’re looking at the law. And it’s also quite nice
because I think all lawyers retain that little part somewhere where they want to help people.
And, employment law, you can do that…’

Among the participants who derived no intrinsic satisfaction from there work the most
notable was Derek. He said, conveyancing is ‘…a bit boring really, isn’t it? I mean,
it’s terribly dry work, it’s very repetitive. It’s a lot of pressure… and it doesn’t have a
great deal of satisfaction about it at the end of the day’.
Another area of work that is often characterised as boring, but compensated for by
extrinsic rewards, is company and commercial work. The reason for the rewards is the
element of risk inherent in dealing with large sums. Larry admits to ‘… the biggest
mistake by a lawyer ever… a [multi] billion dollar transaction and I missed out a
zero... I sometimes catch myself saying things like, “Oh, it’s only one hundred million
pounds - why are we doing such a small deal?”.’ The commercial work was portrayed
as highly specialised but, technically, relatively undemanding. Keith, for example,
said ‘… all your precedents are there and everything’s there and you do have to do a
reasonable amount of clean drafting around the precedent but your structure, your
basics are there…’. The largest firms deal with the larger scale, more prestigious and
valuable work, often in teams. Keith argues that smaller scale commercial work is
therefore more interesting:
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… this is a very big firm, but it doesn’t do big jobs… it would aspire to, but it doesn’t do your
multi-billion pound deal. Where someone of my qualification would be spending day after
day after day in a data room or doing verification or just boring, mundane, cog-in-the-wheel
type stuff, the work I’m doing here is much more. After a year qualified I was already doing
my own work, running my own transactions. Much smaller and compared to the other big
firms, … They wouldn’t be economic for them. But… I cut my teeth on them….

However, some of the sample managed to find a niche in the largest firms that
provided work satisfaction and, presumably, higher remuneration than is available in
the high street for the same work. This is because the work of large commercial firms
is often divided into the highly profitable company and commercial work that is their
main source of profit, and service departments, litigation, employment and other
areas, that are maintained so as to provide a full service, or ‘one stop shop’ to
commercial clients. The service departments are referred to as the ‘know how’
departments, and are distinguished from the company and commercial work fields,
‘the engine or boiler room’, which are the bedrock of these practices.
The feature of work most often associated with commercial law firms is a culture of
long hours. George works ‘from seven to seven-thirty, sometimes later but rarely
earlier, and the odd few hours on a Sunday afternoon’. Larry works less hard than his
colleagues but a typical day is 8.30 a.m. to 7.00 p.m. Participants observed that long
hours were not mandated by firm policy or by management:
‘A lot of it’s atmosphere… feeling the need to stay ‘till 8 o’clock because if you leave earlier
than 8 o’clock… you get tuts or you get comments about “I can’t believe you’re leaving.
What’s this, half time, part-timer now?”…’

This may reflect a change in the wider work environment, to which professional
organisations are not immune. Flatter organisations and the need to develop client
relationships places a premium on a modern business focus.97 This involves
employing self-motivated individuals who are creative and adept at personal
relationships and therefore able to attract and keep business.
The emphasis in commercial firms on client satisfaction appeared to involve a shift in
the focus of the work, away from the technical towards the interpersonal. Keith
estimates that he ‘… probably spent a day at the most in the library in five and a half
years…’, Larry spends five hours a day on the telephone. He observes that, ‘… if you
are a partner, you have your mobile phone on, you can be contacted at home, even
your holiday is not necessarily your holiday, your weekend is certainly not your
weekend’. Many of the participants in the commercial sector were troubled by this
emphasis on client satisfaction. Ophelia disliked dealing with commercial clients so
much she accepted an offer from the firm to be a professional legal support worker,
just when she was on the point of resigning: `…the stuff I really enjoyed doing I could
do, but not have the client contact and the running files… being more backroom,
which is what I enjoy…’. Nadil admits that he almost did not join his present firm
‘simply because I was a bit frightened of dealing with commercial clients because
their expectations were up there, you know?’ Keith finds some clients insufferable
and resents having to be constantly available, but reasons ‘I suppose it comes of being
part of a service industry.’
Keith’s comparison of commercial legal work to a service industry is significant, not
least because, in commercial law particularly, the relationship between lawyer and
97
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client appears more commercial than professional. When even partners are at clients’
beck and call, young lawyers are likely to be at the sharp end of this market transition.
The situation described by some of the participants in this study evoke parallels with a
well-established literature in the sociology of work dealing with the ‘emotional
labour’ involved in employees’ management of their feelings during social interaction
in the work process. This, in Hochschild’s original analysis, was a feature of
interactive service jobs, like airline stewarding, that have high levels of interaction
with the public, emotional states generated by workers and a high degree of employer
control over performance.98 Recently, however, analysts of organisations and work
have extended the analysis to well-paid professional employees, including lawyers.99
In research into barristers Harris suggests that there is emotional labour in their
elaborate public face. They address diverse audiences, must master a range of
responses if they are to be successful and are directly socialised for their role through
vocational training.100 Harris argues, however, that their relationship with clients has
changed as a result of competition with solicitors for advocacy work. One of
Hochschild’s elements, employer control over performance, has been replaced by
competition, so as to bring about a change in barrister’s behaviour. Increased pressure
to cultivate professional and lay clients has led less well-established barristers to
abandon ‘professional detachment’ in order to cultivate solicitors and clients. This,
Harris argues, has caused an increase in the emotional labour involved in client
relationships and increased potential for exhaustion from emotional display. The
literature suggests that customer anger is more likely because service interactions are
structured so that customers believe that they are in control but procedures often
mandate limited options for the service worker.101 Workers in service industries
exposed to demanding and abusive customers cope by sharing problems with coworkers102 but professional workers may be less inclined to reveal weakness. The
literature makes little reference to solicitors, although the Law Society’s consultation
of leading image consultants on guidelines for the dress of female solicitors
demonstrates some affinity.103 Solicitors are, however, more at risk of emotional
labour than barristers because their direct contact with clients carries more pressure to
engage emotionally.
Another area in which large firms have become far more like commercial businesses
is in their relationship to their professional employees. Whereas there may once have
been an expectation of staying with a training firm once qualified, the possibility of
doing so is much less certain, particularly in large firms.104 Retention rates at the end
of training depend on market conditions, with some firms keeping on less than half
and average retention rates outside the top ten firms at sixty six per cent.105 Even for
qualified employees, job security has given way to insecurity, with policy of ‘up or
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out’, reaching partnership or leaving, becoming pervasive in larger firms.106 The ethos
of insecurity inevitably affects entrants’ perceptions. Jenny, for example, says she is
not prepared to put everything into work, reasoning,
`… your world could change… they might turn around to you tomorrow and say, “We’re
really sorry, we’re making you redundant.” … And you’ve put so much effort into your work
and your job, and they – to be honest, they don’t really care… I’ve seen people hired and fired
… at the end of the day it is a business …’.

Jenny’s attitude is echoed in Sennet’s study of the wider employment market in the
United States. He argues that changes in employment practices, towards flexible,
short term and routine work, have a negative ethical impact on individuals, their
identities and values.107 Whereas a career once offered meaning, an alternative to
aimlessness and personal failure, insecurity and unpredictability undermines personal
loyalty, purpose and resolution.108 It is likely that the confidence of entrants to legal
professions, whose underlying motivation may be a secure career, is similarly
vulnerable to the realisation that security is fragile.
A confusing feature of the organisational culture of large firms is that women are
welcomed into large firms as trainees but then find the firms inhospitable.109 There
were few examples of bad treatment offered by participants from large firms,
although Isobel suggests that she and other female trainees felt resentful when male
trainees were taken to lunch with clients. Harriet recounts how her training principal:
‘…walked into my room the first day when I arrived and said… “Hello, I see that, mm, you
went to the same, we went to the same college at Cambridge.” I said “Yes”. He said, “Well
of course, we didn’t have women then,” and he walked out again.’

The women in this sample working in commercial firms were in ‘know how’ areas.
The potential for intrinsic interest in the area is advantageous because the clients are
often not sympathetic characters. Mary, for example, works in a top ten firm in
employment law, and describes her clients as ‘… about fifteen, twenty per cent sort of
fat cat stuff, you know, engagement and dismissal of chief executives and things like
that… dealing with all these people who at least think they’re the great and the
good…’. When pregnant she arrived at work around 9.30 a.m., left at 6 or 6.30 p.m.
and was rarely called at the weekend. She says ‘I have a very civilised life compared
to almost everybody else at X & Co.. I’m in a little niche, and we all get paid the
same as well; it’s very unfair…’. She thinks her return from maternity leave, part time
for three days a week, is ‘controversial’ because firms like hers seldom make
concessions to employee parents:
‘… In the City it’s very, very hard to get a part-time job unless… you come back and you do
information work – legal information specialist. So you’re not a fee earner any more… [you
only have a chance of a return as a fee earner] if you’re prepared to knuckle down and behave
as if you haven’t got children…
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The traditional expectation of solicitors of partnership110 may be frustrated because, in
the larger firms, solicitors in the ‘know how’ areas are unlikely to be made partners.
This may be because the firms think it is important that they recruit their top staff
from the ‘engine room’ so that they can maintain relationships with important clients.
It is also likely, however, that long hours serve as a proxy for loyalty, commitment
and effort,111 which are important criteria for partnership. Mary said:
‘…they very rarely make up partners in employment and so… you’re in a slightly different
position from the poor slaves in the main furnace room… but I knew I would never be a
partner [here] anyway because the only way to really do it is to go into the commercial
department, where you have to do seven years’ hard labour after qualification. And ‘working
hard’ really means working hard…’

Larry, though in the furnace room, has decided he does not wish to pursue
partnership, explaining:
‘I don’t want the responsibility, I don’t want the hours, I want to see my kids occasionally.
It’s all very well earning five to six hundred thousand pounds a year but I would like to be
around to spend it, and you can get by on less; I think it’s possible. If you look at people who
have that drive to be a partner which need to make it in a firm like this, or any of the big firms,
I don’t have it; I simply don’t want it enough. And I won’t make the sacrifices to get there,
and I know that means earning less than half a million pounds a year but I can just about
reconcile myself to that…’

He knows that his decision will probably result in him leaving the firm because he
would not take the pay cut associated with moving to the ‘know-how’ side. He says,
‘… if you’re seven years qualified, earning a hundred grand a year, they will kick you
out because they can pay someone forty thousand to do the same job as you…’.
The position of those in smaller, local firms is different. Some in this sample had
moved to find more stable firms or better quality work. Eddy, for example, `…
looking just to go up a rung or two on the ladder…’ found an old established regional
firm with an employment department where he could indulge his interest in
Employment Law. Florence, exhausted by the trauma of her training firm’s
bankruptcy and her struggle to become a plaintiff’s personal injury lawyer, ‘changed
sides’ from plaintiff work to a firm representing personal injury insurers. She
describes her work now as:
‘… like real, real stuff, you know? … they’re a proper commercial firm. Whereas, before, I’m
used to working for a scummy little legal aid firm, to go from that to this, where money isn’t
really an object, … it’s just a bit of a shock really… you’re getting paid for every phone call,
whereas [working for] claimant[s], you know? You might have a dud case, you’re just doing
your best really to just scrape a living…’.

Eddy thinks that, in his firm, the important questions are:
‘… do you get on with people? What’s the quality of your work like?… Standards are high,
the reputation I think is quite high, but there is still that, that balance, which is nice ‘cause it
has some of the old, quirky things that you like about law…’
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Partnership is also more achievable in a small firm. Chris, for example, broke away
from the high street firm where he trained with firm with two colleagues and became
a partner in his own firm. Florence expects to be a partner in five years time and
would be willing to move on if it is not offered.

Future
Many of the participants in this study are disillusioned with their legal careers, a
finding that is consistent with other research.112 Although disenchantment crosses the
different areas of work, it is manifested in different ways. Some hoped to work in
different areas or sectors but found that their experience limits their options. Isobel,
for example, a commercial conveyancer, is disappointed she could not get work in
Entertainment Law or Family Law. Some in smaller and high street firms may be
disappointed with the financial rewards although none said so. Some who are
dissatisfied chose to stay with their current firm because they were established, have
accrued employment rights and because their firm offers a hospitable environment.
Isobel has stayed with her firm because she feels comfortable, Amy because the
criminal department encourages part-time work and she wants to start a family.
Many fantasise about new directions. Isobel, for example, says `… you know, I met
this girl on holiday, she’s like a buyer for a, for a big store, and I thought, ‘God, I’d
love to do that.’ I mean, you know, buying for a living, that’s a great job.’ Nadil
would like to be a corporate manager or an in-house lawyer for a company, ‘because
this is stressful…’, but will stay with his present firm because ‘… to change now is
such a drastic thing…’. Chris wants to use his firm as a base for other business
ventures, saying:
‘I would want to work in an industry where I had a real passion for it… I always wanted to go
into business of some other sort. Now I realise that I’m in business, but within a profession…
… over time your ambitions change, or your goals change, or your sense of reality, etc. I
can’t be Richard Branson, I’ve just got to be a lawyer…’

Others in this sample are so disenchanted that they are beyond simply fantasising.
Derek has reached the point where, he is, `… thinking of just leaving the law
completely now actually… after all of this, it’s just got to be telling you
something…’.
The commercial lawyers also express dissatisfaction with the nature of their work.
Keith says:
‘... this type of law in a commercial law firm would have been meaningless to me and
sometimes is still meaningless to me… not law as most people would understand law… to
ease my conscience, I do some pro bono work for [a charity]. I do a fair amount of their sort
of commercial stuff. That’s about it, really.’

Larry also does ‘… a lot of charity work, initially through [the firm and] Business in
the Community’. For commercial lawyers, a frequently expressed preference is to
move from private practice to a position as a corporate in-house lawyer. Isobel, has
112
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been unable to make a desired move in-house, concluding that he would ‘… need to
come from a City firm, you know, you’ve got to really stand out…’. Larry observes
that:
‘ICM lawyers at Clifford Chance, Linklaters and Allen & Overy, can literally walk into jobs
anywhere… I hope to move on in the bank, move laterally. I’d like to go on to the business
side. In other words, my journey is moving further and further away from law towards
people. That’s a metaphor if you like for what’s happened to me. I start off doing a people
thing like drama, I go into law, which is documentational, and I’ve been moving away from
law ever since, back to people…’.

The ambivalence of the commercial lawyers is ambiguous. It may be that expressed
desires for a more overt public service dimension to work are, in fact, consistent with
the desire to avoid dealing with commercial clients. Mary, for example, says ‘… my
idea involves, at some stage, leaving the City and doing law centre work or Citizens’
Advice … I like the fact that I do a sort of law that is actually useful to people, that I
can actually help people…’. The public service orientations of other in the sample are
more explicit. Derek aspires to move in-house at Greenpeace or Amnesty
International and is considering going back to university to study international law,
economics or environmental studies as a foundation for this. Amy worries because:
`I’d like to do something that was a bit more meaningful, like the miscarriage of justice cases
that really have an impact on more than just the person involved, that politically has wider
repercussions… And that’s a personal sort of trauma for me, ‘cause sometimes I worry that
I’m not doing any good for society, just doing a job like I’m doing… ’

It appears that the strong orientation to work with a public service element reflects a
desire to combine the elements of traditional ‘know how’ areas with ‘helping
people’.113 Eddy reflects this perspective perfectly. Believing that ‘all lawyers retain
that little part somewhere where they want to help people’ he acknowledges that for
him ‘it’s not the most significant part’. Isobel also reflects this. She chose litigation
‘because I thought it was the best of a bad bunch’ but, of her decision to find a career
in law, she now says:
`… you’re spending all this time thinking “Oh, this is wonderful, justice, and this is so
exciting, and all these cases, and actually, in reality, there’s a lot of paper pushing and it’s not
really what you think it’s going to be. It’s not Ally McBeal anyway…’

It is not clear whether legal education, legal practice or television series, like Ali
McBeal, create expectations of legal practice, but, in most of the sample, there is an
apparent mismatch between expectations and reality. The dissonance may be because
the legal profession projects a complex, incoherent and inconsistent set of values. It
must be difficult to predict which prevail in any given situation. This was well
illustrated by Harriet’s experience. Harriet’s account of her interview for a training
contract, where the interviewing partner asked, “What is the essential requisite for a
solicitor?” illustrates the problem with this assumption. :
`... I thought okay, and I went through: commitment, tenacity, intelligence, enthusiasm and so
on. And he said, “No, no, no. What I want is integrity.” And I said, “No, that’s a given”. You
know, I hadn’t thought of that... everywhere else it had been so much focus on business and
working yourself into the ground and being prepared to deal with anything… you sort of learn
the things that you’re expected to say’.
113
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Harriet might have expected that commercial law firms, with their espousal of
commercial rather than traditional professional values, would expect their trainees to
be far more commercially focused.114 Values are, of course, personal and may be
deeply held and may be affected to different degrees by professional socialisation.
When no part of the professional socialisation process explicitly focuses on values,
however, those considered important in a given situation are unlikely to be mandated
or discernible to entrants to the profession.
Conclusion
This research supports Erlanger and Klegon’s intuition that employment studies are
an important supplement to research on professional socialisation. As they, and Sherr
and Webb, suspected, limited availability of public interest jobs or skewed financial
rewards may predispose law students to be more self-interested as their employment
concerns increase.115 A temporary focus on pragmatic employment considerations
may, however, not affect underlying expectations, motivation and values. These
emerge quite powerfully in the narratives of the participants in this qualitative work,
which indicates ways in which legal education may leave an impression on the values
of law students. While there is little or no public service orientation in participants’
descriptions of their original motivations to study law, it emerges in accounts of their
aspirations and desires, whether for more conventional public service type
employment or, in the case of some of the large firm lawyers, in pro bono publico.
Thus, if socialisation is defined by attitudes, and the presence and absence of attitudes
may be evidence of socialisation,116 it seems reasonable to conclude that positive
attitudes to public service are acquired during the process of lawyer socialisation.
In determining the main patterns and themes that emerge, however, it is the nature of
work that is perhaps a stronger influence on motivation. Interest in subject matter
appears strongly in most of the studies of motivation towards law. Stevens’ study of
students at elite US law schools in the 1970s, carries echoes of the narratives of many
of the English solicitors.117 Stevens’ respondents often came to law by default, but
their dominant motivations were expressed as the desire for future independence,
correlating with the desire for varied work, handling others’ affairs and interest in the
subject matter.118 Public service type orientations, for example, the desire to
restructure society or work with the underprivileged, came around the middle of the
range of motivations of Stevens’ respondents but were still far ahead of direct family
pressure to study law. Through the process of education and training, entrants to the
legal profession begin to refine what they mean by their interest in subject matter.
English legal education appears to create positive motivations towards certain
subjects, particularly those where the client tends to be in a crisis situation. The fifth
survey of the cohort study, conducted around the end of the training contract and in
the post-qualification period, showed a close relationship between individual’s levels
of interest in legal subjects and the areas of law in which they had or might expect to
work. Many of these had a strong social welfare orientation including family, crime,
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benefits and personal injury.119 Human rights and EU law had a disproportionately
high level of interest compared with numbers of trainees who expected to work in
them. Commercial areas, including commercial property and business and
commercial affairs, had low levels of interest compared with numbers expecting to
work in them. It seems possible that interest in subject matter may be bound up with
how the subject matter can be used.
This qualitative study for the sixth survey suggests various explanations for the
impact of legal education on expectations, motivation and values that goes beyond
intrinsic interest in subject matter. One theory is that the favoured subjects consolidate
expectations and values instilled through media portrayals of legal work. This vision
of legal work involves mastery of a corpus of law that is used constantly and that is
evolving. This is consistent with Stevens’ emphasis on subject matter and with
Moorhead and Boyle’s conclusion that job satisfaction is optimised when ‘talents and
abilities are put to maximum use’ and when work is perceived to be demanding.120
Another dimension of the undergraduate legal subjects is the picture of legal work
they portray. This image is of autonomous professionals, ultimately in control of their
work, helping clients. The power of the image is consistent with Steven’s theory that
the desire for independence is the prevalent reason for attending law school121 and
with the idea that control is an important underlying issue for intending lawyers.122
The narratives collected for this study suggest that these attractions are undermined by
extreme specialisation, the absence of a helping role in relation to clients and, in some
kinds of work, job insecurity.
The expectation of control that is thought to define professional roles is likely to be
frustrated in a society where consumers are ‘omnipresent and sovereign’.123 This is
more likely to be most keenly felt in large firms, which have intensely client-centred
cultures.124 City trainees often have little if any responsibility for clients, are more
likely to find work uninteresting and are generally less satisfied that they were
achieving the right breadth of experience than those in high street or large provincial
firms. When they are exposed to clients, what is expected of commercial lawyers is a
kind of emotional labour. The juxtaposition by one participant of the traditional
professional ideology of public service, with the associated commercial ideology of
customer service, reflects this construction. Those working in large commercial firms
may, however, have a choice between demanding commercial work and ‘know how’
work. While the more commercially orientated work is seen as unfulfilling, the ‘know
how’ work has lower status and those involved in it have limited potential for
partnership. As documented in the large American firms, the partnership race is
developing into a ‘tournament’ for the most able and committed.125 While Moorhead
and Boyle thought that satisfaction levels could be high among City trainees because
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such trainees feel a sense of investment in their future,126 this study suggests that this
may dissipate as time moves on and employment options appear stark.
At the other end of the scale, another broad area of practice with which this sample
had some contact, is the small firm. Sanderson and Sommerlad envisage such firms as
rapidly declining havens from the pressures of large firm life in which women, in
particular, might avoid subordination.127 This view links the ‘increasing prevalence of
a long hours culture in response to market pressures, and a loss of autonomy’ to the
disappearance of small firms.128 Those in this sample with experience of working in
small firms, particularly Amy, Bridget and Derek, were more ambivalent about their
experience of such firms. They often valued the early emersion in legal work that
these firms required, but found the resources and support structures inadequate to
support inexperienced legal workers. Work in under-resourced and marginal small
firms was pressurised and relatively poorly rewarded, making it difficult to derive
intrinsic satisfaction from it. Most had taken opportunities to join larger firms and the
exception, Derek, was seriously thinking of leaving the profession. The extremes of
employment culture found in the largest and smallest firms, and the difficulties of
combining public service with personal rewards, may explain why mid-sized firms
offer the most popular training contracts.129
McDonald characterised the English legal profession as ‘a core of high status
practitioners, concerned chiefly with the functions of capital, surrounded by a
peripheral majority who deal in personal services for private clients’.130 Crime and
Family were ‘less desirable not only because they are less remunerative, but also
because they represent a lower form of legal practice somewhat similar to social
work’.131 The work reported here suggests that this assessment is too severe.
Criminal Law, Welfare Law, and private work like Employment Law, do not merely
have the potential to provide intrinsically satisfying work. In this study those in
secure, solid and defensible public service type roles, like Bridget and Eddy, were the
most positive about their work and professional role. They made realistic and
relatively informed initial choices, seeking satisfying, private client work, asserting as
primary motivations the aspiration to be good at the work, to develop satisfying
personal relationships and to specialise. The ‘traditional’ firms that provide their base
are, however, based on commercial work, financing a model that leaves the
professional at the centre of operations and supports ancillary work as a service to
clients. They have the potential, at least, to be hospitable places to work.
The study also casts doubt on the value of using public service orientations as a key to
understanding motivation or, at least, a need to reconsider what is meant by public
service in legal work. The altruistic element of some of these participants’ narratives
is an ethic of practice based on the intrinsic satisfaction of work, rather than on a more
outward facing conception of public service. Kronman132 and Simon133 agree that
work is central in the promise of professionalism, asserting that the opportunity to
exercise contextual judgement is the feature that distinguishes the work of professions
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from the work of other occupations. Both identify the crisis in professional work as
the core failing of legal professionalism. Kronman believes that legal work can no
longer be made meaningful because the obsolescence of the lawyer statesman model
obviates a role for practical wisdom134 and Simon locates the problem in the absence
of ethical discretion in professional decision-making, which engenders an ambivalent
role morality.135 Both views suggest that the public service ideal is represented in the
intrinsic satisfaction of legal work per se, rather than in types of work, for example,
welfare law or crime.
This approach is echoed in MacIntyre’s work on moral theory, linking the pursuit of
virtue to the intrinsic rewards of social role, achieved by performing well, according
to the judgement of experienced practitioners and established rules.136 Kronman
comes close to this notion of public service when suggesting that the intrinsic
satisfaction of work, using ‘certain powers or capacities whose exercise he values for
their own sake’ that ‘bear on who he is as well as what he does’,137 is central to
achieving a satisfying ethic of lawyering.138 Simon differs from this only insofar as he
believes that an ethical regime in which lawyers can exercise contextual judgment on
ethical issues.139 Although many in this sample value work satisfaction highly, the
accounts suggest that disaffection has more than a single cause. This is consistent with
evidence that, across a range of occupations, causes of disaffection is often multiple.
Intrinsic work motivation is predicted by challenging task characteristics, emotional
exhaustion by high workload and lack of social support, and turnover intention is
often predicted by unmet career expectations.140 Depending on context, each of these
factors appears to play a role in determining the participants’ level of career
satisfaction and future intentions.
Some of the practical implications of this study concern legal education, which may
unwittingly socialise law students into assumptions about legal work that, if they were
ever true, are fast becoming false. The ‘liberal’ focus of law degrees141 leads to
limited opportunities to educate for the realities of professional life,142 despite the fact
that non-legal careers are ruled out by only a small number of prospective lawyers.143
They may be increasingly aware of demands for longer hours and weekend work144
but not that legal work is often routine and mundane.145 Measures that may address
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the costly attrition rates of entrants to the profession is to educate students to
understand better the legal profession, its operation146 and their chances of entry,147 or
more broadly, so that they can be something other than lawyers.148 Another possibility
is to recast legal work, rather than changing preparation for it. One potentially fruitful
avenue for investigation, as Simon suggests, is the ethical regime for lawyers, which
in the UK, after years of attention to client care, might again reassert the primacy of
professional judgement.149 Whatever the collective profession might do to address
these issues, much of the action will be in the workplace. If the rhetoric of
professionalism creates unrealistic expectations young lawyers, like the associate
lawyers at Clifford Chance, may use its force to make legal practice respond to their
motivations and better reflect their expectations and values.
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